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We investigate local control of the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons by a magnetic scatterer placed in
the vicinity of a metallic surface. We show that under those conditions a change of about 27% in the surface
plasmon intensity can be achieved by flipping the external magnetic field. The magnitude of this phenomenon
is given by the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). A qualitative analysis of our numerical results, based on
a perturbative approach, lead to simple analytical expressions for the longitudinal MOKE when the scatter is in
close proximity to the surface. These results provide physical insight into the problem and may lead to the design
of useful devices.
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Current interest in the magnetic properties of light at the
nanoscale has been motivated by recent advances on the
control of magnetic processes with ultrafast optics [1] and
plasmonics [2]. Plasmonic research has focused so far on
its potential for the design of elements for integrated and
nanophotonic circuits, due to their possible applications in the
industry. Magnetoplasmonics has emerged in response to the
demand for an active element in such devices, through hybrid
metal-ferromagnet structures [3]. Besides the application
that we have mentioned, there are other aspects that make
magnetoplasmonics an attractive area of research. Regarding
this, we can mention the acceleration of magnetization reversal
[4], amplification of the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE)
[5–7], and a higher density of magnetic recording [8]. We have
recently explored the possibility of tuning the fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) of a donor-acceptor couple
in the vicinity of a magnetic particle by using the magnetic
field as an external control parameter. The maximum effect
was obtained in a near-field approximation [9].
In this Rapid Communication, we describe a magnetoplasmonic effect with interesting potential applications. The
system considered is a magnetic scatterer at a subwavelength
distance above a metallic surface and illuminated by a
polarized light (see Fig. 1). The scatterer’s magnetization can
be oriented under an external static magnetic field, which can
then be used to control the coupling between the incoming
light and the surface plasmons through MOKE. Although the
photons do not interact directly with the spin, the magnetic
materials can affect the light, the origin of the interaction lying
in the spin-orbit coupling between the spins and the electron
orbitals [10,11]. This explains why the observed effect is weak.
Different far-field detection schemes have been developed
depending on the relative orientation of the light field and
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the local magnetization [3]. However, the spatial distribution
of the MOKE signal still needs to be discussed in detail.
Here we focus on the so-called longitudinal MOKE
configuration (LMOKE), i.e., when the magnetization is
set parallel to both the reflection surface and the plane of
incidence (x direction). As a concept, in order to analyze the
magnetoplasmonic response, we introduce the spatial LMOKE
signal η(r), defined as
η ≡ [I (+M) − I (−M)]/[I (+M) + I (−M)],

(1)

where M stands for the magnetization vector of the sample
and I (r,±M) is the scattered light intensity at a position r.
Based on the analysis of η(r), we predict an enhancement
of the MOKE at evanescent distances from the surface
compared to its far-field value. Our study allows us to attribute
this amplification to the surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
contribution, demonstrating that the excitation of surface
plasmon polaritons can be controlled by the external magnetic
field, and also to define a quantity of interest for the system
called the surface plasmon polariton magneto-optical Kerr
effect (SPP-MOKE).
Our study is based on an extended discrete dipole approximation (DDA) and a Green’s function method that
we have used previously for the study of purely metallic
structures [12,13]. We analyze the results based on our
previous perturbative developments [14,15] where MO effects
are introduced through an effective dielectric tensor  [16].
This tensor is controlled by the direction of magnetization,
and the magnitude of the magneto-optical effect determined
by the Voigt parameter Q, with the following expression,
⎛
⎞
1
−iQMz
iQMy
⎜
⎟
1
−iQMx ⎠, (2)
 =  I + iQR =  ⎝ iQMz
−iQMy
iQMx
1
where Q is typically of the order of 10−3 –10−4 in the
optical range. We consider the above-mentioned LMOKE
configuration. Based on this, the light scattering calculation
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Calculation of the diffracted intensity of
an s-polarized incident light (λ = 800 nm) over an iron nanoparticle
at a distance of 10 nm of a silver substrate. The intensity is plotted
in different cross sections of the space, xOy and xOy planes. The
size of the iron nanoparticle (5 nm radius) is arbitrarily enhanced for
illustration purposes, where the arrow illustrates the magnetization
inside the nanoparticle, which is induced by the external magnetic
field.

is treated as usual [12,17], directly replacing the scalar
permittivity by its tensor counterpart χ (ω) = (ω) − 1. The
magnetic scatter is discretized as a set of polarizable units
[17,18], and the exact Green’s function of a semi-infinite
medium is used for the substrate [19].
Figure 1 is a representation of the scattered field intensity at
a wavelength of 800 nm, for a nanoparticle of 5 nm radius, at
a distance of 10 nm from the surface, with dielectric constants
of silver extracted from Ref. [20], and for iron given by
ellipsometric and polar Kerr spectra of thin iron films as in
Refs. [21,22]. The cross sections presented in transparency
clearly indicate two main scattering directions: the z direction,
due to the far-field emission of the excited dipolar mode py ,
and the y direction, due to the near-field coupling of the same
induced dipole to the surface plasmon propagation mode.
From the diffracted field calculated for opposite directions
of the magnetic field, we compute the MOKE for different
spatial cross sections and obtain Figs. 2 and 3. These
results reveal a high directivity (cf. Fig. 2), together with an
enhancement in the proximity of the metallic substrate (cf.
Fig. 3), which reaches the extraordinary magnitude of 27% for
a polar angle of θ = 2.7◦ with the x axis (for a distance to the
substrate of 20 nm). This predicted amplitude is several times
larger than the MOKE measurements reported so far [23–26].
At this point it is important to notice that we are considering
the scattering field only, as it is experimentally possible to
isolate this part by measuring the field away from the laser
spot localized on the particle.
To explain the phenomenon at the origin of this effect, we
use a perturbative formalism developed previously [14,15].
First, we consider a magnetic scatterer small enough to be
treated as an electric dipole, and calculate the dipole moment
p induced by the exciting field E0 at its position. This moment
is expressed as follows,
p = 0 α eff E0 = pI + pMO = 0 (α I + α MO )E0 ,

(3)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Cross section of the LMOKE diffracted
intensity in the xOy plane, at a distance of 20 nm above the silver
substrate, for the geometry and condition depicted in the caption of
Fig. 1.

where α I , α MO are respectively the diagonal component and
the off-diagonal component of the effective polarizability
tensor α eff . In the previous expression, we consider that
the polarizability is weakly affected by the presence of the
substrate, which is valid in the limit of small particles with
strong absorption [27]. Thus, by simplifying the effective polarizability tensor to its free-space expression, which includes
the radiation reaction in vacuum, it is written as follows,

−1
ik 3
α0
α eff = α 0 I −
,
(4)
6π
where α 0 = 3V ( − 1)( + 2)−1 stands for the static polarizability, and k = 2π/λ is the wave vector in vacuum.
The scattered field Es (r) at a position r is therefore
described with the Green’s propagator as follows: Es (r) =
μ0 ω2 G(r,r )p. Furthermore, at far distances from the nanoparticle, and in proximity to the surface, the Green’s tensor can be

FIG. 3. (Color online) Cross section of the LMOKE diffracted
intensity in the xOz plane, with y = 500 nm, for the geometry and
condition depicted in the caption of Fig. 1.
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reduced to its surface plasmon polariton part [28,29], which is
given in cylindrical coordinates by the following expression,
(5)

ρ̂
1
where û = (1+1/N
2 )1/2 ( N + ẑ) is the unit vector of the SPP
electric field, û† the adjoint vector, N the refractive index of the
substrate, ρ̂ the radial unit vector in cylindrical coordinates,
and ξ (ρ,z) a given analytical scalar function which can be
easily obtained from Ref. [29]. Therefore, and according to
the above expressions, in a region close to the surface but
distant from the nanoparticle, the scattered electric field by
the s-polarized plane wave over the magnetic particle can be
written as follows,

ρ̂.ŷ
Es (r) ≈ EsSPP (r) ≈ ξ (ρ,z)E0 αyy
+ φ(+Mx ) û, (6)
N

where φ(+Mx ) is the complex Kerr rotation of the nanoparticle,
α
α
3iQ
with φ(+Mx ) = arctan( αyyyz ) ≈ αyyyz ≈ (+2)(−1)
[15,30,31].
From Eqs. (1) and (6), we express the MOKE signal in
proximity to the surface and far from the nanoparticle and
obtain the following expression,
η(θ ) ≈ ηSPP (θ ) ≈

| sin θ + N φ|2 − | sin θ − N φ|2
.
| sin θ + N φ|2 + | sin θ − N φ|2

(7)

As this MOKE signal has been perturbatively obtained
using the SPP field only in the propagating part, it has been
denoted by the SPP-MOKE signal ηSPP . Given that the exciting
field disappears from the previous expression, let us notice that
the incidence angle has no effect on the MOKE.
Therefore, Eqs. (6) and (7) allow us to understand the
MOKE of the scattered field in proximity to the surface
resulting from the interference pattern of the two components
of the surface plasmon polariton fields EsSPP (r) = Es,I
SPP (r) +
(r,M).
Figure
4
is
an
illustration
of
the
constructiveEs,MO
SPP
destructive effect depending on the magnetization direction,
noting the antisymmetric property of the MO-SSP field as
a function of the magnetization direction, Es,MO
SPP (r,−M) =

ηDDA
η
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Comparison of the extended DDA results
η(λ = 800 nm) at ρ = 5 μm, z = 20 nm (solid black line), and the
perturbative expression based on Eq. (3) (dashed blue line) as a
function of the polar angle θ.

−Es,MO
SPP (r,M), which reveals the active part of the
nanoantenna.
In Figs. 5 and 6, the SPP-MOKE contrast ηSPP , given by
Eq. (7), is plotted together with the DDA-based calculation
ηDDA . Their comparison shows a qualitative and quantitative
agreement, i.e., between the numerical simulation and the
SPP perturbative approach, confirming the SPP origin of the
MOKE in proximity to the substrate. Furthermore, the analysis
of Eq. (7) allows us to derive an expression for the polar
angle θ = cos arg(N φ) for which the MOKE parameter is
maximum and equal to η = arcsin |N φ|, which is compatible
with the DDA calculation. For instance, from Fig. 2, for the
maximum MOKE, the model confirms a difference close to
27% (i.e., 30%) in SPP intensity between opposite directions
of magnetization.
Considering the spectral dependency of η(λ) along the y
direction (θ = π/2), plotted in Fig. 6, a simple development
from Eq. (7) leads to a reduced expression as follows,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematic view of the directivity of the
SPP far fields excited by the induced dipoles vs the directions of the
magnetization. The induced dipoles and SPP fields are respectively
decomposed in magneto-optical and dielectric parts. The colors
illustrate the relative phases.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison of the extended DDA results
η in the y direction, at ρ = 5 μm, z = 20 nm as the solid black line,
the perturbative expression −2N  ϕ as the dashed blue line, and the
elliptic Kerr rotation ϕ as the dashed-dotted red line.
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η(λ) ≈ −2N  (λ)ϕ(λ), where ϕ = Im(φ) is the nanoparticle
elliptic Kerr rotation and N  the imaginary part of the
substrate refractive index. The elliptical Kerr rotation, plotted
in this same figure, shows that the qualitative behavior of the
SPP-LMOKE in this direction results from the elliptical Kerr
rotation, whereas the enhancement, compared to the MOKE
far from the substrate, results from the anisotropic excitation
of the SPP field (cf. the û vector). Even in the direction of the
weakest signal, a modulation of a few percent is achievable.
This slight imbalance reflects the directivity control along the
y axis. From this case study, it is worth noticing that adding a
geometric anisotropy to the particle could bring a larger control
in the directivity of the nanoantenna.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated theoretically a method
to control the SPP excitation through the Kerr effect. An up to
27% of change in the intensity of the SPP is reached in a given

direction. A measurement of this effect is realizable simply by
leakage radiation microscopy. Finally, an analytical expression
to explain the feature of the local control of the excitation of
surface plasmon polaritons by the near-field magneto-optical
Kerr effect has been derived. Furthermore, due to the separate
origin of the amplified MOKE signal given by the plasmon
resonance [7], and our SPP-MOKE signal, one could expect a
summation of the effects.
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